Welcome to the world of perfect cable management solutions
Welcome to HellermannTyton.

HellermannTyton is one of the leading suppliers of products for fastening, fixing, identifying and protecting cables and their connecting components. We also develop pioneering systems in the field of data and network technology.

Experienced partner at your side
We are always close to you, talking to you to create solutions tailored precisely to your individual needs. Decision-making paths are shortened, and your knowledge is bundled with ours to achieve the very best results for each project.

Global Player & Local Strength
Our corporate philosophy focuses on our customers and their requirements for the best possible solutions to all their cable needs. We have around 3,600 employees working on the development of product innovations in cable management and offering you first-class service and excellent advice whenever you need it. HellermannTyton is present with 35 companies across all five continents worldwide. Twelve of these sites are facilities producing more than 60,000 products to make your work easier.
With its high-quality cable ties, HellermannTyton provides system solutions which can meet practically any challenge. They do not just fulfil the most up to date requirements for cable ties and cable tie systems, but HellermannTyton constantly pushes back the boundaries of what is technologically possible with its fixing elements.

In these ways, new cable tie solutions or new fixing elements are developed jointly with customers which can also stand up to the most extreme and exceptional environmental influences.
Areas where heat shrink tubing is used vary greatly. This is why HellermannTyton focuses on matching all of its heat shrink tubing optimally in the jobs for which it will be used in developing, manufacturing and distributing its heat shrink tubing and heat shrink moulded shapes.

This means HellermannTyton sets the pace with each new piece of heat shrink tubing when it comes to providing protection against mechanical, environmental, chemical or electrical effects.
Cable protection tubes, cable seals, cable protection grommets, flexible conduits, fittings and further cable protection accessories from HellermannTyton not only meet all current and normalised standards, our cable protection products exceed them and provide the best possible cable protection in the market today.

The varieties of cable protection products range from high-quality plastic and metal cable protection conduits through spiral binding, braided sleeving to re-sealable and therefore reusable protective tubing.
HellermannTyton provides innovative products for installation solutions, for example with HelaCon wire connectors and HelaTape electrical tapes, which are available in a wide selection of sizes and colours.

The cable installation system Cable Scout+ and the unique downlight mounting device range of SpotClip helps to work faster and easier while ensuring maximum quality and safety.
HellermannTyton offers easy-to-integrate solutions ideal for highly complicated label designs for serial production and also for simple, one-off labels in just a few clicks.

Over 80 years of experience in the wire marking industry ensures that our print materials, our printers and software suit your needs. Our product innovations stem from collaboration with our customers, which enables us to offer best-fit solutions for common challenges.
HellermannTyton provides over 60,000 solutions covering all aspects of cables – and as a logical outcome, the company also develops and sells optimum, user-friendly application tools, which make carrying out assembly jobs as simple and efficient as possible using HellermannTyton products.

The range of application tools on offer stretches from gasoperated hot-air guns through manual and pneumatic cable tie guns to fully automatic cable tie guns for industrial serial production.
HellermannTyton is an established and innovative leader in the provision of global network infrastructure solutions, offering a broad range of quality, high performance structured cabling products.

Our extensive product range includes a number of different options for Category 6A, Category 6 and Category 5e systems as well as our world leading pre-terminated RapidNet system. With a wide range of fibre closures and fibre management options, including the Integrated Routing System, HellermannTyton’s provision of solutions to the broadband and Fibre to the X (FTTX) sector has gone from strength to strength.